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To date, temperature and conductivity have many outstanding implications in extreme environ-6

ments but are yet to be fully understood under high pressure and temperature dynamic conditions.7

Here, we introduce a new approach to provide high quality electrical conductivity results under8

dynamic loading conditions. New emphasis is given to address the skin depth effect’s influence in a9

dynamic loading experiment by using thin films. The thin film samples in this study were at least10

100 times thinner than previous samples in dynamic electrical conductivity experiments, increasing11

the current density to its full potential across the sample’s entire cross-section. Consideration of12

the skin depth accounts for at minimum a 4x scaling factor to the final electrical conductivity result13

that has neglected in previous dynamic electrical conductivity studies. We also obtained improved14

signal-to-noise with custom diagnostics optimized for better electrical impedance matching. These15

considerations were applied to Sn to assess electrical conductivity at elevated pressure and temper-16

ature. The high signal-to-noise with reduced skin depth influence results in Sn allow observation of17

the conductivity changes related to solid-to-solid and solid-to-liquid phase transitions. Additionally,18

we calculate the Sn thermal conductivity using the Wiedemann-Franz Law for our experiments and19

compare agains thermal transport dependent temperature measurements from previous work.20

keywords: electrical conductivity, electrical resistivity, skin depth, phase boundary, shock, tem-21

perature measurement, Wiedemann-Franz22

I. INTRODUCTION23

Electrical conductivity (σ) of materials under extreme24

pressure (P) and temperature (T) conditions may pro-25

vide the necessary information to obtain bulk temper-26

atures via the Wiedemann-Franz Law, the location of27

phase boundaries, and pertinent knowledge for ongoing28

electromagnetic responses for planetary interiors.1–12 We29

introduce a means to study the electrical conductivity30

of metals, under elevated P-T conditions and apply our31

method to measure the electrical resistivity of tin. A32

plate impact methodology is used to drive the tin sam-33

ple to high P-T states while the electrical resistivity and34

conductivity of the sample are recorded.35

Researchers have used first principles calculations to36

predict the melt boundary and electrical conductivity of37

tin. Bernard and Maillet13 had success calculating a melt38

curve and Hugoniot of tin using first principles molecu-39

lar dynamic simulations. The success of electrical con-40

ductivity simulations is elusive and harder to validate.41

Studies have utilized various methodologies, including42

DFT, first principles molecular dynamics, and other tech-43

niques to ascertain the electrical conductivity.9,10,14–1644

These works often give vastly different responses due to45

a limited number of experimental results to constrain46

them.8,12,17–2047

In a laboratory setting, high P-T regimes are gener-48

ated using (1) DAC and dynamic shock studies by (2)49

explosively driven shock, (3) plate impact / gas gun, (4)50

laser shock, and (5) pulsed power.51

DAC has proven to be a useful tool in measuring elec-52

trical conductivity at elevated P-T. Most works have53
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tested samples below 15 GPa and 2300 K,21–28 while54

other studies have pushed the boundaries of DAC to55

nearly 200 GPa and 3500 K.4,5,7,29–36 Compared to56

shock studies, DAC has significantly longer measurement57

times but are limited in the upper bound of sample tem-58

perature. Resistive and laser heating in DAC typically59

can reach temperatures up to 1300 K and 5000 K,37,3860

respectively, although larger temperatures (> 8000 K)61

have been reported.39,40 Though DAC is a valuable tool,62

another approach is necessary to further constrain the63

electrical resistivity and conductivity at elevated P-T,64

especially one capable of routinely exceeding 5000 K.65

Dynamic studies have shown the capability to rou-66

tinely exceed 5000 K and reach high pressures for a du-67

ration of a few ns to hundreds of µs, depending upon the68

dynamic platform. In these studies, pressure and density69

typically have error bars < 5% while temperature has70

historically had error bars > 20%, with recent studies71

refining the process to reduce the error bars to ∼ 10%.4172

In 1969, Keeler42 established requirements to address73

the electrical conductivity and resistivity under dynamic74

conditions for insulators, semiconductors, and metals.75

Keeler’s paper has been the basis for all the resulting dy-76

namic studies on gases and liquids,6,43–54 insulators,55,5677

and metals.9,42,57–59Plate impact and explosively driven78

shock are the commonly employed methodologies for the79

dynamically loaded electrical conductivity shock exper-80

iments. To date, lasers have not been employed due to81

their short duration, on the order of tens of nanoseconds,82

limiting time to record the sample’s electrical conductiv-83

ity in a steady state.84

There are two significant concerns with previous shock85

studies of metal electrical conductivity. The first is a86

low signal-to-noise ratio in experimental signals, limit-87

ing accuracy while increasing error bars. This is directly88

related to a metal’s characteristically low electrical re-89
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sistivity. Second, the skin depth of the sample under90

dynamic loads was neglected in these studies. Under91

a dynamic and changing load, current flows through a92

thin skin at the material surface and not in the interior.93

Measurements using thick samples will undercount the94

true current density as the effectively non-conductive vol-95

ume of the interior is included in the calculation of the96

current density, as shown in Fig. 1. For example, iron97

loaded via a plate impact experiment could yield a sam-98

ple resistance change with an upper bound of 1 GHz.99

In iron, a 1 GHz frequency would result in a skin depth100

of ∼ 0.225 µm,60 more than two orders of magnitude101

thinner than samples in prior experiments that were 250102

µm and 500 µm.42,57,58 Thus, the skin depth can play103

a substantial role, leading to a significantly smaller ef-104

fective sample cross-section, as shown in Fig. 1. If skin105

depth is not accounted for during analysis, the result-106

ing sample resistivity will incorrectly be too large while107

the electrical conductivity will be too small. This may108

explain observed differences in shock and DAC studies109

in Fe. The skin depth and low signal-to-noise of prior110

experiments42,57,58,61 need to be addressed to determine111

metals’ electrical conductivity.112

Detecting phase changes at high P-T is important to113

understand material response, without the need for spe-114

cialized diagnostic facilities. X-ray diffraction directly115

measures in-situ phase, but requires high flux synchro-116

ton X-ray sources coupled with a dynamic compression117

platform.62 Such facilities are state-of-the-art, and thus118

to date, measurements are uncommon. More accessible119

techniques such as Hugoniot63 and sound speed64,65 mea-120

surements contain averaged phase information across rel-121

atively long time scales. In contrast, in the electrical122

conductivity measurement, the current travels nearly in-123

stantaneously through the sample and probes the entire124

sample. Hence, electrical conductivity may be a more125

robust method to determine phase changes.126

Electrical conductivity also gives insight into thermal127

conductivity (κ) through Wiedemann-Franz Law. The128

Wiedemann-Franz Law is κ
σ = LT , where L is the Lorenz129

number for Sn, 2.49 x 10−8 WΩ/K2.66 Obtaining bulk130

temperatures is crucial for the EOS of a material. In131

shock studies, the most common T measurements are via132

optical methods (e.g. pyrometry). In opaque materials133

such as metals, one can only can capture the surface tem-134

perature from optical methods. Thermal conductivity is135

poorly constrained by experiments at elevated P-T, but136

is essential to convert surface to bulk T.137

In this work, we provide significant improvements upon138

previous studies on metals to address the in-situ electrical139

resistivity and conductivity of tin. These improvements140

include addressing the skin depth effect, implementing141

a well defined and clean ground, and improved electron-142

ics for electrical impedance matching that provide results143

with reduced noise and smaller error bars than previous144

studies. With these high fidelity signals, we address the145

electrical resistivity and conductivity at elevated P-T in-146

cluding associated changes with solid-to-solid and solid-147

to-liquid phase transitions.148

II. METHODS149

II.1. Electrical Conductivity Diagonostic150

The electrical conductivity diagnostic has improved151

electrical components capabilities to reduce noise issues152

present in previous works.57,61 High P-T conditions were153

achieved using the two-stage light gas guns at the High154

Energy Application Facility (HEAF) at Lawrence Liver-155

more National Laboratory and the University of Califor-156

nia Davis Shock Lab (UCDSL). HEAF fielded shot num-157

bers 4400, 4408, 4409, and 4439, while UCDSL fielded158

shot numbers 018 and 019. Both facilities have well stud-159

ied and clean ground signals, essential for these experi-160

ments. Additionally, experiments at HEAF maintained161

all diagnostics and cables in a Faraday cage to minimize162

sporadic noise during an experiment.163

This study implements a 4 probe measurement164

technique67 to determine the resistance across the sam-165

ple. As shown in Fig. 2(a), this measurement technique166

was accommodated by a specially shaped sample through167

masked deposition on an Al2O3 anvil. The shape con-168

sisted of a bar, 10 mm long x 4 mm wide, attached at169

its ends to two 5 mm wide strips, connecting the bar to170

the four leads. The leads for the voltage were on oppo-171

site sides of the bar’s length as were the current leads to172

ensure the voltage and current flows are measured across173

the bar’s length. Additional information on the trigger-174

ing and diagnostics in the conductivity measurement sys-175

tem can be found in the supplemental materials.60176

Figure 3 shows the voltage, current, and trigger at am-177

bient conditions. The capacitor’s output lasts for > 100178

µs while the experiment lasts < 1 µs, shown as the red179

box in Fig. 3(a) and enlarged in Fig. 3(b). The current180

measured by the Rogowski coil voltage remains at 312 ±181

0.7 mV (3.12 ± 0.007 A). 0.7 µs before pin trigger ac-182

counts for the longest possible duration of the experiment183

with the pins triggering after the experiment is finished.184

The sample resistance (R) was determined by Ohm’s185

Law. Given a constant current (I) for the experiment186

duration, changes in the observed voltage signal (V ) were187

directly related to changes in the sample’s resistance.188

II.2. Skin Depth189

Figure 1 shows how the skin depth effect can strongly190

influence dynamic resistivity measurements. Even191

though the discharging capacitor supplies a steady di-192

rect current, a change in the sample resistance under dy-193

namic loading will induce eddy currents in response to194

the change of current flow, creating the skin depth effect.195

This reduces the sample’s cross-section where the current196

flows.197

To address the skin depth effect, we calculated the skin198

depth (δ) of tin at an upper bound of 1 GHz to be ∼199

13.5 µm.60 To ensure the sample thickness (h0) is en-200

tirely within its skin depth, we deposited tin films of ∼ 2201

µm. Sample thicknesses << 2δ minimize the influence of202
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the skin depth effect; therefore, no correction factor nor203

additional computational modeling are necessary. The204

sample receives its full potential for current density as205

opposed to a sample that is much thicker than the skin206

depth. This may explain how static experiments consis-207

tently obtain values for electrical resistivity and conduc-208

tivity that differ by orders of magnitude compared to dy-209

namically determined values of the material.5,7,42,57,58,68210

II.3. Sample Characteristics and Target211

Configuration212

Weir et al.56 demonstrated Al2O3 to be an excellent in-213

sulator to 150 GPa. Thus, two Al2O3 (25.4 and 38.2 mm214

in dia.) were used in each experiment to mechanically215

constrain and electrically isolate the tin sample. The216

two Al2O3 pieces were Optical Quality HEM Windows217

(0001) ± 2◦ from GT Advanced Technologies (Salem,218

MA). Electron beam evaporation by Lebow Company219

(Goleta, CA) was used to deposit 1.6-2.42 µm of Sn on220

the 38.2 mm Al2O3. Tin samples were characterized by221

a Keyence VK-1000 3D Laser Scanning Confocal Micro-222

scope to obtain a sample thickness resolution of 0.5 nm.223

Information on the conductivity diagnostic can be found224

in the supplemental materials.60225

Figure 2(b) provides a schematic of the target assem-226

bly. To minimize shunting, shorting, and other poten-227

tially adverse effects, no glue was used; the entire sample228

assembly was mechanically pressed together. A 1 mm229

thick, 32.83 mm dia. Al 1100 baseplate supported the230

uncoated side of the 2 mm thick, 38.1 mm dia. Al2O3231

anvil with the tin deposited film. Thus, the film was on232

the down range side of the target, in contact with the233

25.4 mm dia Al2O3 anvil. Cu leads shown in Fig. 2(c)234

were adhered to the tin sample via silver epoxy (MG235

Chemicals 8331 Silver Conductive Epoxy Adhesive) to236

minimize heating the tin sample while maximizing con-237

duction through the junction. Kapton tape and insulat-238

ing polymers were placed between the Cu leads and the239

grounded Al target body to isolate the leads. Each lead240

was soldered to the center conducting wire of a coaxial ca-241

ble and the cable’s shielding was grounded. The coaxial242

cable was connected to the experimental circuitry. Short-243

ing pins were mechanically pressed downrange of the 25.4244

mm dia. Al2O3 anvil to provide a trigger to the oscillo-245

scope and a timing fiducial for the experiment for cross-246

timing analyses. In Table I, the loading parameters, flyer247

material, and flyer velocity, are provided along with the248

computationally derived PSn and TSn for each of the six249

experimental results presented herein.250

II.4. Computational Modeling251

We used computational modeling to predict the252

shocked P-T-V conditions of the tin sample during the253

dynamic loading process. A one-dimensional section of254

Fig. 2(b) was modeled using the ARES hydrocode69,70255

developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.256

ARES uses staggered grid hydrodynamics with a sec-257

ond order predictor-corrector time step, and closure is258

achieved with the Livermore Equation of State (LEOS)259

library to interpolate tabular EOS data.71 The model260

was run with a Lagrangian mesh, which was shown to be261

first-order accurate in the presence of a shock by testing262

against the Sod analytical test problem.70 Local Thermo-263

dynamic Equilibrium (LTE) is assumed, while radiative264

heat transfer is expected to be negligible for tempera-265

tures simulated.72 Thermal conduction is modeled as a266

diffusion process and the thermal conductivity is taken to267

be constant over the temperature-density range probed268

by the experiment.269

Equations of state for materials in the one-dimensional270

model were chosen from the LEOS library. Thermal271

transport properties for sapphire and tin are not known272

in the shocked state, thus the thermal conductivity val-273

ues used in the simulations are set to their ambient val-274

ues in the CRC handbook.73 Thermal conduction sig-275

nificantly affects the temperature of the tin sample over276

the duration of the experiment. Treating the sapphire-277

tin system as a three layer conduction model with con-278

stant thermal diffusivity κ, the conduction time scales279

as τd ∝ l2Sn/κSn
74 which is comparable to the experi-280

mental time scale τE ∝ lAl2O3
/Us,Al2O3

. In future work,281

improved models estimating the P-T dependence of the282

thermal conductivity will be used.283

II.5. Data Processing284

In our experiment, we capture the voltage across the285

sample, as well as the input current, via the Rogowski286

coil. To calculate the resistance,60287

R(t) =
V (t)

I(t)G(I)
. (1)

where G(t) is gain, determined by calibrating ambient288

resistivity and fit to an exponential decay function for289

its current dependence.60 To derive electrical resistivity290

(ρ(t)) and conductivity (σ(t)), we utilize the relationship291

between the resistance and resistivity which is:292

R(t) = ρ(t)Leff (2)

where Leff is the sample’s ambient length, L0, divided293

by its cross-sectional area where charge must flow, A0.294

Combining Equations 1 and 2, we obtain295

ρ(t) =
η(t)V (t)

G(I)LeffI(t)
=
η(t)I0ρ0V (t)

V0I(t)
(3)

where η(t) is the sample compression under shock con-296

ditions. To obtain the electrical conductivity, we invert297

the electrical resistivity shown in Equation 3,298

σ(t) =
G(I)LeffI(t)

η(t)V (t)
=

V0I(t)

η(t)I0ρ0V (t)
. (4)
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III. RESULTS AND ANALYSES299

Impedance matching and cross-timing were used to300

find the shock location with respect to the electrical con-301

ductivity signal. The signal observed for both ρ(t) and302

σ(t) are corrected for η(t), shown in Equations 3 and 4.303

Raw ambient and experimental signals for Shot 019304

are presented in Fig 3 and 4(b). Projectile impact occurs305

at t = 0 µs, the shock enters the uprange Al2O3 at t =306

0.15 µs, the shock enters the Sn sample at t = 0.37 µs,307

and the experiment ends at t = 0.6 µs due to failure of308

the target assembly at late times. Signals from -20 to309

-0.05 µs (before impact) confirm G(I) and Leff .60310

Figure 4(a) plots the computationally derived P(t) and311

T(t) for Shot 019. Figure 4(b) shows the voltage output312

from the Rogowski coil remains nominally constant at313

312 ± 0.7 mV, current is 3.12 ± 0.007 A. The voltage314

signal oscillates from t = 0.18 µs to t = 0.37 µs. This315

is believed to be trapped gasses in the sample target as-316

sembly.317

For Shot 019, we determined the resistance, resistiv-318

ity, and conductivity as a function of time, shown in319

Fig. 5. We focus on a region from 0.415 to 0.595 µs where320

the sample has reached the steady state after shock at321

t = 0.37 µs, shown by the red markers. The times when322

the shock wave reaches the different interfaces of the as-323

sembly are noted on the plots.324

This analysis was repeated for each of the six exper-325

iments and results are given in Table I. The electrical326

resistivity and conductivity calculated for each experi-327

ment is shown in Fig. 6(a), (b), (d), and (e). In Fig. 6(a)328

and (b), resistivity and conductivity were plotted against329

P while Fig. 6(d) and (e) shows resistivity and conductiv-330

ity plotted against T. The sample’s electrical resistivity331

and conductivity varies with shock P. There is a trend to-332

ward lower resisitivity and higher conductivity values as333

P increases. But, at 40.8 GPa and 67.2 GPa, there is a334

discontinuity shown by an increase in resistivity and de-335

crease in conductivity relative to the data points on either336

side of them. Additionally, though models show T varies337

with time while samples are at constant P, Fig. 6(d) and338

(e) shows that the samples maintain a constant resistivity339

and conductivity.340

The discontinuities shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b) provide341

compelling insight into where solid-to-solid and solid-to-342

liquid phase boundaries may exist. In the literature, the343

BCT to BCC phase transition occurs anywhere from 30-344

45 GPa on the principal Hugoniot.13,64,75–79 At higher345

P on the principal Hugoniot, Sn has shown the onset346

of melting as early as 45 GPa and only fully liquid at P347

exceeding 70 GPa. Here, we show that there is a decrease348

in the electrical conductivity at 40.8 GPa and 67.2 GPa,349

corresponding to the expected BCT to BCC phase and350

BCC to liquid phase transition boundary, respectively.351

Figure 7 shows where all six experiments fall within352

the tin phase space. Filled circles show the P-T path of353

the sample during the experiment and are color mapped354

to the electrical conductivity values at each P-T state.355

As can be seen, conductivity varies little with T at each356

P. This diagram includes the melt line from shock melt357

on release experiments,77 phase boundaries from shock358

sound speed experiments,64,65 and various DAC experi-359

mental data.76,78,79 This visualization demonstrates cor-360

relation between the drop in the electrical conductivity361

and the data point’s proximity to a phase boundary.362

IV. DISCUSSION363

The first observation we make regarding these Sn elec-364

trical conductivity experiments is that the electrical con-365

ductivity rises as the P-T increase. In contrast, previous366

experimental results in gas guns and DACs show most367

metals tend to have a decreasing electrical conductivity368

with increasing P-T. This could occur for at least two rea-369

sons. The first, Sn electrical conductivity has not been370

explored in these regimes and its response may be dif-371

ferent than other metals that have been explored. The372

second is tied to the skin depth effect for dynamic exper-373

iments. As the loading occurs at a higher P state in a374

gas gun experiment, the effective frequency of the chang-375

ing resistance is directly related. Thus, as the skin depth376

decreases with increasing P-T conditions, it would ap-377

pear to provide a non-corrected resistance that suggests378

a decreasing electrical conductivity.379

A comparison to directly address this trend is the DAC380

work by Ohta et al.7 In Ohta’s study, they compare their381

electrical resistivity results to that of Bi et al.57 which382

are ∼ 4.5x larger than those calculated by Ohta at ∼383

212 GPa. In Bi et al. experiments the ambient samples384

were 0.5 mm thick and compressed to 0.332 mm dur-385

ing the experiment. If we assume Ohta et al.’s results386

are correct and the reason for the difference with the dy-387

namic data is only the skin depth, we can say that Bi388

et al.’s effective cross-section is 4.5x smaller. This would389

yield an effective skin depth of ∼ 40 µm and subsequent390

frequency of ∼ 35 kHz in the skin depth calculation.60391

Thus, if the skin depth were properly accounted for in the392

Bi et al. work, the electrical resistivity would be signifi-393

cantly lower and the electrical conductivity would be sig-394

nificantly higher. This decreasing electrical conductivity395

obtained dynamically would be substantially influenced396

by the much smaller effective cross-section that the sam-397

ple observes due to the skin depth effect not accounted398

for in previous dynamic studies.399

Coupling these electrical conductivity experiments400

with computational simulations provides valuable insight401

into the local electronic order of the dynamically com-402

pressed Sn. We observe that there are significant dis-403

continuities in the electrical conductivity values when in404

proximity to a phase boundary. This provides a means to405

constrain the phase boundary’s location, especially im-406

portant in tin’s highly controversial phase diagram. It407

must first be noted that these data do not fall on the prin-408

cipal Hugoniot of tin. The samples are on the principal409

Hugoniot for a short time (< 1 ns) since the tin samples410

are in an Al2O3 reservoir and Sn will match PAl2O3 , then411

thermally equilibriate to the Al2O3 T. This provides valu-412
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able off-Hugoniot data in regions not previously studied413

to constrain the BCC / BCT and BCC / liquid phase414

boundaries. The BCC to BCT phase transition occurs415

in this work between 37 and 45 GPa while the BCC to416

liquid transformation begins between 45 and 67 GPa.417

We explored the T dependence of the electrical con-418

ductivity. Figure 6(e) shows a nominally constant elec-419

trical conductivity for each of the six experiments when420

the sample is held at a given P, while T varies during421

the experiment by up to 1500 K due to thermal equi-422

libriation of the Sn sample with the much colder Al2O3423

anvils. This suggests that electrical conductivity has no424

dependence upon temperature, at least in the temper-425

ature range probed in this work. This is surprising as426

the thermal and electrical conductivity pathways are as-427

sumed to be the same under these conditions.428

Electrical conductivity values from dynamic (gas guns429

and explosive loading) experiments should be closely an-430

alyzed to account for the skin depth effect. Much of the431

geophysics and astrophysics community has paid close432

attention to the electrical conductivity of materials at433

elevated P-T. A current explanation for the magnetic434

dynamo within Earth is due to the electrical and ther-435

mal conductivity of molten Fe. This concept has been436

much debated as many studies contradict each other re-437

garding the electrical conductivity of Fe. Often in these438

studies, either electrical conductivity4,7,24–36 and ther-439

mal conductivity5,32 are solved for and then converted to440

the other by the Wiedemann-Franz Law. To date, this441

model is the best approximation that exists using the as-442

sumption that thermal and electrical conduction are both443

disrupted by the coupling of the material’s atomic lattice444

and mobile electrons. Currently, data does not exist at445

these elevated P-T regimes to test the Wiedemann-Franz446

Law.447

By comparing our electrical conductivity experimen-448

tal results presented in this work and gas-gun experi-449

ments with pyrometry,41 we are able to directly assess the450

Wiedemann-Franz Law at ∼ 120 GPa. From our elec-451

trical conductivity experiments, Sn has an electrical con-452

ductivity of 8.51 x 104 [Ωcm]−1 and subsequent thermal453

conductivity from Wiedemann-Franz Law ranging from454

0.8 x 103 to 1.2 x 103 W [m ∗ K]−1, shown in Fig. 6(c)455

and (f). Both plots show a direct relationship between456

thermal conductivity with the elevated P-T conditions457

through the inclusion of T in the Wiedemann-Franz law458

and P’s direct relationship with T.459

To compare the thermal conductivity values, we mod-460

eled the results of FLS1 from Brantley et al.41 for tin,461

varying the thermal conductivity values of Sn at elevated462

P-T to observe the influence on the time dependent T463

profile. Shown in Fig. 8 are three simulated tempera-464

ture profiles (dashed lines) that were identical except for465

their thermal conductivity value, which was varied from466

the ambient 66 W/mK to 300 W/mK to 1200 W/mK.467

The computational model employed herein did not fully468

capture the increased temperature of the gap present in469

FLS1 that led to the steep rise in the temperature profile470

for the experimental data. Interestingly, the 1200W/mK471

profile happens to show a similar rise in its profile at early472

times (< 0.02 µs) but failed to capture the proper tem-473

perature gradient at later times (> 0.1 µs). The 300474

W/mK temperature profile at later times yielded a simi-475

lar profile to the experimental data but missed the steep476

rise at early times, as expected since the gap was not477

included in the simulation. The thermal conductivity of478

1200 W/mK, predicted by the Wiedemann-Franz Law479

yields a temperature significantly larger than what was480

observed in the FLS1 experiment. Other explanations481

for the observed descrepancy between model and experi-482

ment include incorrect EOS T used in the model, thermal483

contact resistance, and a probable T-dependence in the484

thermal conductivity, which was not used in the present485

models.80,81 The determination of bulk temperature will486

show increased uncertainty with increased uncertainties487

in the thermal conductivity model, including whether488

it is temperature-dependent; in turn, a lack of knowl-489

edge about the true temperature compounds uncertain-490

ties in transport. Establishing reliable measurements of491

the electrical conductivity is a first step. Further discus-492

sion into these issues requires further detailed exploration493

which is beyond the scope of this work but will be ad-494

dressed in our future publications.495

In this work, we showed the importance of considering496

the skin depth effect in dynamic compaction experiments497

in metals. We additionally showed that with impedance498

matched electronics, we were able to obtain excellent499

signal-to-noise. The results herein show a need to further500

address the relationship between the thermal and elec-501

trical conductivities through high accuracy experiments502

determining thermal and electrical conductivity indepen-503

dently of each other and developing more advanced mod-504

els to further understand their relationship to each other.505

These directed studies would either fully confirm or re-506

fute the Wiedemann-Franz Law’s applicability and offer507

alternatives if it is not viable. Work is ongoing by this508

group to address the relationship of the electrical and509

thermal conductivities at elevated P-T to allow measure-510

ments of bulk T for equation of state determination.511
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FIG. 1. The skin depth effect shown in (a) a thick sample, larger than the skin depth (δ) and (b) a thin sample with a thickness
less than the skin depth (δ). As shown by the color gradient, dark orange demonstrates the full current density while white is
a region of no current flow.
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v
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FIG. 2. (a) Schematic of the thin film tin sample coated upon a 38.2mm dia x 2mm thick Al2O3 anvil. (b) Schematic of the
experimental assembly for the six dynamic experiments. The flyer is launched at the sample from the left and impacts the Al
baseplate. (c) Schematic of the target assembly as seen with the projectile coming out of the page. This schematic displays
the placement of the Cu leads, silver epoxy, and the downrange Al2O3 anvil relative to the coated uprange Al2O3.

Experiment Flyer Velocity P T h0 η Leff R0 R ρ σ
Number [km/s] [GPa] [K] [µm] [106µm] [Ω] [Ω] [10−7Ω∗m] [104[Ωcm]−1]

019 Lexan 3.38 24.1 575-480 1.77 0.782 2.02 0.222 0.402 1.56(5) 6.39(21)
018 Lexan 4.62 36.9 1120-600 1.74 0.731 2.25 0.247 0.412 1.35(3) 7.43(19)
4439 Lexan 4.99 40.8 940-745 1.91 0.723 1.80 0.196 0.393 1.57(4) 6.37(18)
4408 Cu 2.32 44.7 1300-800 2.28 0.708 2.08 0.229 0.376 1.21(4) 8.26(25)
4400 Cu 3.21 67.2 2100-1600 2.02 0.655 1.73 0.191 0.388 1.38(4) 7.26(22)
4409 Cu 4.90 117.1 5600-3700 2.28 0.580 1.88 0.207 0.407 1.17(4) 8.51(26)

TABLE I. The experimental and simulation values for the six experiments. The pressure (P ), temperature (T ), and compaction
(η) are determined via impedance matching and 1-D computational models. The temperature range shown here is from the
beginning of data collection to the end for the given experiment. The gain (G) and effective length (Leff ) are determined
from the experimental ambient state. The h0 and R0 are measured for the sample prior to the experiment. The experimental
resistance (R), electrical resistivity (ρ), and electrical conductivity (σ) are determined from the experiment.
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FIG. 3. Voltage, current (Rogowski coil), and shorting pin signals for an ambient sample dry run. (a) Shows the signals from
when the circuit triggers until the experiment takes place. The red box in (a) is enlarged in (b) to show the ambient signals
during the duration of the shock loading experiment. The vertical gray lines are presented to show the experimental timings
of shock wave’s location within the experimental assembly for experiment 019. As the shock wave reaches the back surface of
the downrange Al2O3 anvil, the cap pins that are in contact with the back surface are triggered. As shown in (b), the current
from the Rogowski coil and subsequent sensing voltage remains effectively constant on this timescale.

FIG. 4. (a) The computationally derived pressure and temperature profiles within the tin sample for Shot 019. (b) Raw
experimental voltage from the differential amplifier and the Rogowski coil voltage, both from Shot 019. The computationally
expected times for the shock transit location are labelled in both (a) and (b).
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FIG. 5. (a) Corrected resistance vs. time from shot 019. (b) Corrected electrical resistivity vs. time from shot 019. (c) Corrected
electrical conductivity vs. time shot 019. The red markers are the regions where the dynamically loaded experimental data
was analyzed.
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FIG. 6. (a,d) The electrical resistivity, (b,e) electrical conductivity, and (c,f) thermal conductivity vs. pressure and temper-
ature, respectively. The thermal conductivity is calculated from the Wiedemann-Franz Law and the computationally derived
temperature using LEOS . Error bounds are shown with transparent region accompanying each data set.
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FIG. 7. The computationally derived pressure and temperature conditions of the sample at equilibrium for each experiment in
this study overlayed upon the Sn phase diagram (gray lines). Beside each experimental point from this study is its electrical
conductivity value as derived in the experiments herein. Additional data points of the melt line from shock melt on release
experiments,77 phase boundaries from shock sound speed experiments,64,65 and various DAC experiments.76,78,79
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FIG. 8. Data from the Brantley et al.41 where Sn was shocked to ∼ 120 GPa. This experiment was modeled with three different
thermal conductivity values, 66 W/mK, 300 W/mK, and the Wiedemann-Franz Law derived 1200 W/mK from this study.
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